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Yeah, reviewing a book Lore Pittacus 6 Files Lost Legacies Lorien Ones Forgotten The could ensue your close connections listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As
understood, carrying out does not suggest that you have astounding points.
Comprehending as competently as union even more than further will provide each success. bordering to, the pronouncement as competently as perspicacity of this Lore Pittacus 6 Files Lost Legacies
Lorien Ones Forgotten The can be taken as with ease as picked to act.

KEY=LEGACIES - MAYRA LUCIANO
I AM NUMBER FOUR: THE LOST FILES: SIX'S LEGACY
Harper Collins Number Six—when John meets her in I Am Number Four she’s strong, powerful, and ready to ﬁght. But who is she? Where has she been living? How has she been
training? When did she develop her legacies? And how does she know so much about the Mogadorians? In I Am Number Four: The Lost Files: Six’s Legacy, discover the story behind
Six. Before Paradise, Ohio, before John Smith, Six was traveling through West Texas with her Cêpan, Katarina. What happened there would change Six forever….

I AM NUMBER FOUR: THE LOST FILES: SECRET HISTORIES
HarperCollins The perfect companion book to the New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four series! I Am Number Four: The Lost Files: Secret Histories is a collection of three
action-packed novellas by bestselling author Pittacus Lore! Originally published as the e-novellas The Search for Sam, The Last Days of Lorien, and The Forgotten Ones, now, for the
ﬁrst time ever, they are together in one print volume. The Search for Sam follows the rogue Mogadorian Adam on his journey of redemption as he ﬁnds the key to saving both Sam
Goode and his father, Malcolm. The Last Days of Lorien reveals how the ﬁght began with the once-peaceful planet being taken by surprise and attacked. The Forgotten Ones is the
riveting continuation of Adam’s story, in which he uncovers an incredible secret that will turn the tide for the Garde. You know the truth about the Mogadorians’ invasion of Earth
and the Garde who will do anything to defeat them—yet there is still so much to learn. The stories in Secret Histories will help you get the answers you seek, but they will not help
you stop the coming war. Only the Garde can save our planet.

I AM NUMBER FOUR: THE LOST FILES: SECRET HISTORIES
HarperCollins The perfect companion book to the New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four series! I Am Number Four: The Lost Files: Secret Histories is the second collection of
action-packed novellas from Pittacus Lore. Initially published separately as digital originals, these three stories are now together in one print volume. Lost Files: #4: The Search for
Sam follows the rogue Mogadorian Adam on his journey of redemption as he ﬁnds the key to saving both Sam Goode and his father, Malcolm. Lost Files: #5: The Last Days of Lorien
reveals how the ﬁght began with the once-peaceful planet being taken by surprise and attacked. Lost Files: #6: The Forgotten Ones is the riveting continuation of Adam’s story, in
which he uncovers an incredible secret that will turn the tide for the Garde. You know the truth about the Mogadorians’ invasion of Earth and the Garde who will do anything to
defeat them—yet there is still so much to learn. The stories in Secret Histories will help you get the answers you seek, but they will not help you stop the coming war. Only the
Garde can save our planet. The I Am Number Four series is perfect for fans of science ﬁction adventures like the Fifth Wave series by Rick Yancey and the Beautiful Minds series by
Alexandra Bracken.

I AM NUMBER FOUR
Harper Collins The ﬁrst book of the #1 New York Times bestselling series and the inspiration for the hit movie from Dreamworks! John Smith seems like an ordinary teenager, living a
normal life with his guardian Henri in Paradise, Ohio. But for John, keeping a low proﬁle is essential, because he is not an ordinary teenager. He’s an alien from the planet Lorien,
and he’s on the run. A group of evil aliens from the planet Mogadore, who destroyed his world, are hunting anyone who escaped. Nine Loric children were sent to Earth to live in
hiding until they grew up and developed their Legacies, powers that would help them ﬁght back—and help them save us. Three of them are now dead. John is Number Four, and he
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knows he’s next…. Michael Bay, director of Transformers, raved: “Number Four is a hero for this generation.” This epic story is perfect for fans of action-packed science ﬁction like
The 5th Wave series by Rick Yancey, The Maze Runner series by James Dashner, and Orson Scott Card’s Ender’s Game. The battle for Earth’s survival wages on. Read all of the
books: #2: The Power of Six, #3: The Rise of Nine, #4: The Fall of Five, #5: The Revenge of Seven, #6: The Fate of Ten, and #7: United as One. Don’t miss the ﬁrst book in the brandnew I Am Number Four spin-oﬀ series: Generation One.

THE POWER OF SIX
Harper Collins The second book of the #1 New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four series! In the beginning, nine aliens left their home planet Lorien when it fell under attack by
the evil Mogadorians. They scattered on Earth and went into hiding. They look like ordinary teenagers but have extraordinary powers. The Mogs have come for them. They killed
Number One in Malaysia, Number Two in England, and Number Three in Kenya. They tried to get John Smith, Number Four, in Ohio—but they failed. Now John has joined forces with
Number Six, and they are on the run. But they are not alone. Already John and Six have inspired Marina, Number Seven, who has been hiding in Spain. She’s been following the news
of what’s happening, and she’s certain this is the sign she’s been waiting for. It’s time to come together. Michael Bay, director of Transformers, raved: “Number Four is a hero for
this generation.” This epic story is perfect for fans of action-packed science ﬁction like The Fifth Wave series by Rick Yancey, The Maze Runner series by James Dashner, and Orson
Scott Card’s Ender’s Game. The battle for Earth’s survival wages on. Don’t miss the rest of the series: #3: The Rise of Nine, #4: The Fall of Five, #5: The Revenge of Seven, #6: The
Fate of Ten, and #7: United as One. Don’t miss the ﬁrst book in the brand-new I Am Number Four spin-oﬀ series: Generation One.

THE LOST FILES
HIDDEN ENEMY
Puﬃn I Am Number Four: The Lost Files: Hidden Enemy is a collection of three action-packed novellas by bestselling author Pittacus Lore. Five's Legacy tells the story of Five's early
years on Earth when he was just a young teen on the run, discovering his abilities and making the wrong kind of friends.Return to Paradise picks up in the aftermath of the Mog
attack on Ohio, and follows Mark James as he struggles between returning to a normal life and helping John Smith and the others.Five's Betrayal is the exhilarating continuation of
Five's story, in which he joins the Mogadorian ranks and must demonstrate his allegiance to them by helping to destroy the other Lorien survivors.You know the truth about the
Mogadorians' invasion of Earth and the Garde who will do anything to defeat them-yet there is still so much to learn. The stories in Hidden Enemy will help you get the answers you
seek, but they will not help you stop the coming war. Only the Garde can save our planet.Praise for Pittacus Lore:'Tense, exciting, full of energy' Observer'Relentlessly readable' The
Times'Tense, keeps you wondering' Sunday Times'Set to eclipse Harry Potter and moody vampires. Pittacus Lore is about to become one of the hottest names on the planet' Big
IssuePittacus Lore is Lorien's ruling elder. He has been on Earth for the last twelve years preparing for the war that will decide Earth's fate. His whereabouts are unknown. The ﬁrst
book in his Lorien Legacies series, I Am Number Four, is now a major Disney motion picture.

I AM NUMBER FOUR: THE LOST FILES: HUNT FOR THE GARDE
HarperCollins In this villainous one-hundred-page companion novella to the #1 New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four series, get a unprecedented look at the invasion—from
three diﬀerent Mogadorians hoping to conquer Earth. This novella picks up immediately after the cliﬀhanger ending of The Fate of Ten and coincides with the events of United as
One, the ﬁnal book in this epic series. After the Mogadorian leader is struck with a potentially fatal blow, it becomes uncertain who will step in for him and how the Mogs should
proceed with their invasion of the planet. This power vacuum has wide-reaching ramiﬁcations. One Mog, who has been on a quest for redemption ever since she ﬁrst let the Garde
slip through her ﬁngers, is given an unimaginable opportunity to make things right with the Beloved Leader. Another, who has an unquenchable thirst for blood, jumps at the
opportunity to hunt down the human teens who have begun to develop Legacies. And the last Mog, who has been questioning everything since he crossed paths with Adam, is
forced to decide once and for all where his allegiances lie. While the fate of the Mogadorian leader is unknown, the one thing that is for certain is that this war is coming to an end . .
. and there can only be one side that wins.

THE POWER OF SIX (ENHANCED EDITION)
Harper Collins The second book of the #1 New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four series! This enhanced edition contains: audio clips of messages to the people of Earth and the
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Lorien Nine from Pittacus Lore an exclusive sneak peek at the opening chapter of I Am Number Four: The Lost Files: Six’s Legacy, the e-original story of Six’s past character bios an
extended scene from the book The Power of Six book trailer trailers for the I Am Number Four ﬁlm from Dreamworks In the beginning, nine aliens left their home planet Lorien when
it fell under attack by the evil Mogadorians. They scattered on Earth and went into hiding. They look like ordinary teenagers but have extraordinary powers. The Mogs have come for
them. They killed Number One in Malaysia, Number Two in England, and Number Three in Kenya. They tried to get John Smith, Number Four, in Ohio—but they failed. Now John has
joined forces with Number Six, and they are on the run. But they are not alone. Already John and Six have inspired Marina, Number Seven, who has been hiding in Spain. She’s been
following the news of what’s happening, and she’s certain this is the sign she’s been waiting for. It’s time to come together. Michael Bay, director of Transformers, raved: “Number
Four is a hero for this generation.” This epic story is perfect for fans of action-packed science ﬁction like The Fifth Wave series by Rick Yancey, The Maze Runner series by James
Dashner, and Orson Scott Card’s Ender’s Game. The battle for Earth’s survival wages on. Don’t miss the rest of the series: #3: The Rise of Nine, #4: The Fall of Five, #5: The
Revenge of Seven, #6: The Fate of Ten, and #7: United as One. Don’t miss the ﬁrst book in the brand-new I Am Number Four spin-oﬀ series: Generation One.

I AM NUMBER FOUR: THE LOST FILES: THE FALLEN LEGACIES
Harper Collins Before Number Four, there were One, Two, and Three. Until now we've only known that the Mogadorians caught Number One in Malaysia. Number Two in England. And
Number Three in Kenya. But all of that is about to change. . . . In I Am Number Four: The Lost Files: The Fallen Legacies, you'll learn the true story behind these ill-fated members of
the Garde. Before they were murdered by the Mogadorians, before Number Four was next, they were all just kids on an alien planet called Earth—discovering their powers, trying to
stay hidden, and running for their lives.

I AM NUMBER FOUR: THE LOST FILES: FIVE'S LEGACY
Harper Collins In this exciting seventy-ﬁve-page prequel companion novella to the New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four series, discover the true origins of the traitorous
Number Five. Before allying himself with the Mogadorians, before inﬁltrating the Garde, before committing the ultimate betrayal, Five was in hiding just like the others. But when
his Cêpan dies, Five is forced to survive on his own. Eager to ﬁnally experience the world he was always kept apart from, Five soon gets involved with the wrong kind of people—the
Mogadorians. In Five's Legacy see how one of Lorien's last hopes for survival became one of its most dangerous adversaries.

I AM NUMBER FOUR: THE LOST FILES: NINE'S LEGACY
Harper Collins Number Nine—when John frees him from his cell in the Power of Xix, he's ferocious, reckless, and ready to ﬁght back. But being held captive changes a person—even a
Lorien. See what Nine was like before his capture, and read about his dramatic escape from his point of view. In I Am Number Four: The Lost Files: Nine's Legacy: Nine's legacy,
discover the story behind Nine. Before meeting John Smith, aka Number Four, before being held prisoner, Nine was hunting down Mogadorians in Chicago with his Cepan, Sandor.
What happened there would change Nine forever. . . .

I AM NUMBER FOUR: THE LOST FILES: THE SEARCH FOR SAM
Harper Collins In this heart-racing 144-page companion novella to the New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four series, discover what happened to Malcolm Goode—the one
human on Earth who can help the Garde learn the truth about their past and help them save our planet. No one has seen Sam Goode's father, Malcolm, since he mysteriously
disappeared years ago. Sam had always fantasized that he was abducted by aliens. But that was before he knew the truth: aliens do exist, and some of them seek to destroy our
world. That was before he himself became another one of their captives. Now father and son are both missing. . . . But when a rogue Mogadorian named Adam, who now has Number
One's memories, decides the only way to make up for his past atrocities is to return home and inﬁltrate the Mogadorian stronghold, he'll ﬁnd the key to saving both Sam and
Malcolm's life.

I AM NUMBER FOUR
THE LOST FILES: THE LEGACIES
Turtleback Contains three action-packed novellas that give the never-before-seen back stories to some of the memeber of the Garde.
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RETURN TO ZERO
HarperCollins All bets are oﬀ in this third and ﬁnal book in the epic New York Times bestselling Lorien Legacies Reborn series! This fast-paced, action-packed adventure—which is set
in the world of I Am Number Four—is perfect for fans of the Darkest Minds series and the X-Men franchise. After the battle in Switzerland, the Fugitive Six ﬁnd their allegiances torn,
dividing them into two factions. Taylor, Kopano, and Nigel return to the Academy with Nine, but nothing is the same. As fear and resentment of the Human Garde continues to grow,
the United Nations decrees that all humans with Legacies must be implanted with inhibitors. So our heroes will have no choice but to rebel. And with the Foundation still at large,
Isabela, Caleb, and Ran have decided to join forces with their former foes Einar and Five to hunt them down. But when a new threat is revealed, the group may ﬁnd itself painfully
outmatched. Facing capture or annihilation from all sides, the only hope the Human Garde have for survival is to stand together once and for all to ﬁght back against their true
enemies. Return to Zero is the epic conclusion to the story of the Garde that began with the worldwide phenomenon I Am Number Four.

UNITED AS ONE
I AM NUMBER FOUR: THE LOST FILES: LEGACIES REBORN
HarperCollins In this game-changing 100-page companion novella to the New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four series, the Mogadorian invasion of Earth has begun and one
teenager's life will be forever changed. At ﬁrst, Daniela Morales thought the spaceship attacking New York City on the television was just part of some science ﬁction movie. Then
the horrible truth became clear: it was happening in real life. Aliens do exist, and they were invading the planet. Unable to reach her mother, Daniela makes it her mission to get to
her mom's job downtown to ﬁnd her. But with the city under ﬁre, trying to make it from her apartment in Harlem to the Financial District proves nearly impossible—until Daniela
makes an incredible discovery. When a squad of Mogs get the jump on her, she is somehow able to throw them across the street, using telekinesis. Daniela doesn't know where this
power came from or why she suddenly has it, but she is sure as hell going to use it. Aliens are tearing up her city and she'll destroy every last one of them that gets in her way. But
when she comes face-to-face with the Garde, will she be a friend or a foe?

THE POWER OF SIX
LORIEN LEGACIES
Penguin UK They caught Number One in Malaysia. Number Two in England. And Number Three in Kenya. They tried to catch Number Four in Ohio . . . and failed. I am Number Seven.
And I'm ready to ﬁght. I've seen him on the news. Followed the stories about what happened to John Smith. To the world he's a mystery, but to me . . . he's one of us. Nine of us
came here, but sometimes I wonder if time has changed us, if we all still believe in our mission. There are six of us left. We're hiding, blending in, avoiding contact with one another,
but our Legacies are developing, and soon we'll be ready to ﬁght. Is John Number Four - and is his appearance the sign I've been waiting for? And what about Number Five and Six?
Could one of them be the raven-haired girl with the stormy eyes from my dreams? The girl with powers that are beyond anything I could ever imagine? The girl who might be strong
enough to bring the six of us together? Praise for Pittacus Lore: 'Tense, exciting, full of energy' Observer 'Relentlessly readable' The Times 'Tense, keeps you wondering' Sunday
Times 'Set to eclipse Harry Potter and moody vampires. Pittacus Lore is about to become one of the hottest names on the planet' Big Issue Perfect for fans of The Hunger Games The Power of Six is the second book in Pittacus Lore's Lorien Legacies series. The ﬁrst book I Am Number Four is now a major Disney motion picture.

I AM NUMBER FOUR: THE LOST FILES: THE FORGOTTEN ONES
Harper Collins In this thrilling 144-page companion novella to the New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four series, learn the fate of Adam—the Mogadorian-turned-ally of the
Garde who risked his life to save Sam. Adam helped Sam Goode and his father, Malcolm, escape the Mogadorian base in Dulce, New Mexico. Using the Legacy that One bestowed
upon him, Adam sacriﬁced himself and brought the entire facility crumbling down on his head. Miraculously, Adam survives in one piece, and he also discovers something incredible
that the Mogadorians had been hiding from the Garde. Separated from his allies, Adam sets out on a quest to ﬁnd the one thing the Garde have been missing all these years, the
very thing that could turn the tide in this war.
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ASHFALL LEGACY
HarperCollins Pittacus Lore ﬁnished telling the story of the Lorien Nine in the New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four and Lorien Legacies Reborn series. Now he’s back to
recount an all-new adventure rooted in the real mysteries surrounding Roswell, New Mexico, that will enthrall fans of Brandon Sanderson, Jay Kristoﬀ, and Amie Kaufman. We have
waited generations for you… Syd Chambers knows that there’s life on other planets because he’s descended from it. His father was from a distant world called Denza and has been
missing—presumed dead—for years. When Syd discovers a device his father left behind which shows not only that he’s alive, but where he is, Syd must set out on a mission of his
own. But along the way, he discovers a deadly, unbearable secret that could destroy Denza, Earth, and the universe.

GENERATION ONE
HarperCollins The ﬁrst book in a pulse-pounding new series that’s set in the world of the #1 New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four series. The war may be over—but for the
next generation, the battle has just begun! It has been over a year since the invasion of Earth was thwarted in Pittacus Lore’s United as One. But in order to win, our alien allies
known as the Garde unleashed their Loric energy that spread throughout the globe. Now human teenagers have begun to develop incredible powers of their own, known as
Legacies. To help these incredible and potentially dangerous individuals—and put the world at ease—the Garde have created an academy where they can train this new generation
to control their powers and hopefully one day help mankind. But not everyone thinks that’s the best use of their talents. And the teens may need to use their Legacies sooner than
they ever imagined. Perfect for fans of Marvel’s X-Men and Rick Yancey’s The 5th Wave, this epic new series follows a diverse cast of teens as they struggle to hone their abilities
and decide what, if anything, they should do with them. As a spin-oﬀ of the bestselling I Am Number Four series, those familiar with the original books and newcomers alike will
devour this fast-paced, action-packed sci-ﬁ adventure.

THE FALL OF FIVE
Harper Collins The fourth book of the #1 New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four series! John Smith—Number Four—thought that things would change once he and Nine
reunited with the others. But he was wrong. After facing oﬀ with the Mogadorian ruler and almost being killed, the Garde realize they are drastically unprepared. Now they're hiding
out in Nine's Chicago penthouse, trying to ﬁgure out their next move. Even with the return of an old ally, these superpowered teens aren’t strong enough yet to take on an entire
army. To defeat their enemy, the Garde must master their Legacies and learn to work together as a team. And when they receive a sign from Number Five—the last missing member
of the Garde—they know they are close to all being together ﬁnally. But could it be a trap? Time is running out, and the only thing they know for certain is that they have to get to
Five before the Mogs do. Michael Bay, director of Transformers, raved: “Number Four is a hero for this generation.” This epic young adult series is perfect for fans of action-packed
science ﬁction like The Fifth Wave series by Rick Yancey, The Maze Runner series by James Dashner, and Orson Scott Card’s Ender’s Game. The battle for Earth’s survival wages on.
Read the rest of the series: #5: The Revenge of Seven, #6: The Fate of Ten, and #7: United as One. Don’t miss the ﬁrst book in the brand-new I Am Number Four spin-oﬀ series:
Generation One.

I AM NUMBER FOUR: THE LOST FILES: FIVE'S BETRAYAL
Harper Collins In this explosive one-hundred-page prequel companion novella to the New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four series, uncover the truth behind Number Five's
unknown history with the Mogadorians. This sequel to I Am Number Four: The Lost Files: Five's Legacy ﬁnds Number Five entering the ranks of the Mogadorian army. The Mogs have
convinced him that they will be the victor in their war for Earth, and Five decides he would rather be on the winning side. Realizing that the only thing that matters is his survival,
Five allies himself with the sworn enemies of the Lorien and pledges to help the Mogs take down the very people he was meant to protect. Is he too far gone to be saved? Discover
how Five became one of Earth's and Lorien's most dangerous adversaries and decide for yourself.

I AM NUMBER FOUR: THE BEGINNING: BOOKS 1-3 COLLECTION
I AM NUMBER FOUR, THE POWER OF SIX, THE RISE OF NINE
HarperCollins The ﬁrst three novels in the bestselling Lorien Legacies series that began with I Am Number Four are included in this collection: I Am Number Four: The book that
started it all . . . Nine of us came here. We look like you. We talk like you. We live among you. But we are not you. We can do things you dream of doing. We have powers you dream
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of having. We are stronger and faster than anything you have ever seen. Our plan was to grow, and train, and become strong, and become one, and ﬁght them. But they found us
and started hunting us ﬁrst. Now all of us are running. They caught Number One in Malaysia. Number Two in England. And Number Three in Kenya. They killed them all. I am Number
Four. I am next. The Power of Six: I've seen him on the news. Followed the stories about what happened in Ohio. John Smith, out there, on the run. To the world, he's a mystery. But
to me . . . he's one of us. There are six of us left. We're hiding, blending in, avoiding contact with one another . . . but our Legacies are developing, and soon we'll be equipped to
ﬁght. Is John Number Four, and is his appearance the sign I've been waiting for? And what about Number Five and Six? I am Number Seven. One of six still alive.And I'm ready to
ﬁght. The Rise of Nine: The stakes are higher than ever as John, Six, and Seven try desperately to ﬁnd the rest of the Garde before it's too late. During the dangerous mission at the
Mogadorian base in West Virginia, John found and rescued Nine. But even with their combined powers, special abilities known as Legacies, the pair barely escaped with their
lives—and they lost Sam in the process. In order to save our world and their own, John and Nine must join forces with Six and Seven who have been battling the Mogadorians in
Spain, and who are now trying to locate Number Eight in India.

I AM NUMBER FOUR: THE LOST FILES: THE GUARD
HarperCollins In this spectacular one-hundred-page companion novella to the New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four series, learn how Loric hacker Lexa became the shadowy
ﬁgure known as GUARD. A sequel to I Am Number Four: The Lost Files: The Navigator, this novella picks up with Lexa shortly after the Mogadorians raided her hideout and murdered
her friend. Determined to get her revenge but knowing she can't take the Mogs head on, Lexa goes in search of a weapon that just might help her do some real damage: the
spaceship the Garde ﬂew to Earth. The only problem is it's under lock and key at a highly guarded base in Dulce, New Mexico. Lexa's quest to retrieve the ship and track down the
Garde has her cross paths with an ally of Pittacus Lore, come under ﬁre from both the FBI and the Mogs, and team up with a headstrong teenager from Paradise, Ohio, by the name
of Mark James. To get her secret weapon, Lexa will do whatever it takes. But as the Mogadorians begin their invasion, will it be enough to help save the Garde—and the world?

I AM NUMBER FOUR: THE LOST FILES: THE NAVIGATOR
Harper Collins In this astonishing one-hundred-page companion novella to the New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four series, meet Lexa, a Loric hacker whose unrivaled skills
helped her narrowly escape her doomed planet, and who's been hiding on Earth ever since. Lexa was never part of the Elders' plan. She had no idea the Garde children were being
evacuated to our planet. But when the Mogadorian attack began, she used her expertise to get an old spaceship in a museum operational once more and became irrevocably
entwined with the Garde's fate. In addition to her friend, a pack of Chimæra, and a Cêpan named Crayton, her relic of a ship also carried Ella, the tenth Garde. With all of their
Cêpans now gone, the Garde think they are the last of the Loric people. But they are wrong. They have forgotten all about the crew that brought them to Earth. Where have the
pilots for both ships been all these years? And why haven't they joined in the ﬁght against the Mogs? In The Navigator, discover the truth behind their escape from Lorien and what
happened to them after they arrived on our planet.

I AM NUMBER FOUR: THE LOST FILES: THE FUGITIVE
Harper Collins In this exhilarating one-hundred-page companion novella to the New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four series, Mark James is on the run—and on the wrong side
of the law—but he'll do whatever it takes to save Sarah Hart and help the Garde. A sequel to I Am Number Four: The Lost Files: Return to Paradise, this novella picks up with Mark
racing to Dulce, New Mexico, evading capture from both the Mogadorians and the FBI. On the road, his mysterious new ally—a fellow blogger from They Walk Among Us who Mark
knows only by the screen name GUARD—sends him a care package to help in his quest to ﬁnd Sarah. Inside is a stack of cash, high-tech equipment, and some seriously advanced
weaponry, all begging Mark to once again ask the question: Just who exactly is this guy? As Mark gets closer to tracking down Sarah, he also gets closer to discovering the identity
of this enigmatic ﬁgure who seems to know so much about the Loric. When the truth about GUARD is ﬁnally revealed, nothing will ever be the same.

THE RISE OF NINE
Harper Collins In Pittacus Lore’s The Rise of Nine, third in the New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four series, the stakes are higher than ever as John, Six, and Seven try
desperately to ﬁnd the rest of the Garde before it’s too late. The Mogadorians who destroyed the planet Lorien continue to hunt down the Garde, the small group of Loric survivors
who have taken refuge on Earth. The Garde must come together. They are Lorien and Earth’s only hope. During the dangerous mission at the Mogadorian base in West Virginia, John
found and rescued Nine. But even with their combined powers, special abilities known as Legacies, the pair barely escaped with their lives—and they lost Sam in the process. In
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order to save our world and their own, John and Nine must join forces with Six and Seven who have been battling the Mogadorians in Spain, and who are now trying to locate
Number Eight in India. Power in numbers will save us all.

I AM NUMBER FOUR: THE LOST FILES: LAST DEFENSE
HarperCollins In this electrifying one-hundred-page companion novella to the New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four series, discover what happened to Malcolm Goode after
the Mogadorian invasion began. When the Garde split up, heading oﬀ to New York City and Mexico, Malcolm decided to stay behind in Ashwood Estates, the Mog’s formerly hidden
base located near Washington DC. He wanted to search the facility for anything that might help John Smith and the others stop the alien invasion. But once the spaceships
descended, that plan went up in smoke. Before he gets a chance to come up with a plan B, armed soldiers storm the base. As one of the few humans who knows anything about Loric
and their war with the Mogadorians, Malcolm is an invaluable asset—and they’ve been tasked with safely escorting him to the president’s secret bunker. With Mogs hot on their
trail, though, it’ll be easier said than done. Luckily, Malcolm has some backup in the form of a Chimæra. But even if he makes it to his destination, will Malcolm be able to help
what’s left of the government ﬁnd a way to defeat the Mogs? Or will he be too late?

I AM NUMBER FOUR: THE LOST FILES: RETURN TO PARADISE
Harper Collins In this thrilling one-hundred-page prequel companion novella to the New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four series, discover what happened in the aftermath of
the Mogadorians' attack on Paradise, Ohio, from Mark James—Number Four's bully-turned-ally. After Four leaves town to ﬁnd the rest of the Garde, Mark is left behind to pick up the
pieces. His school has been destroyed, his home burned down, and, worst yet, Mark now knows the horrifying truth: aliens live among us and some of them seek to destroy us. Even
with the FBI tailing him and Sarah Hart, Mark tries to return to a normal life. But when Sarah goes missing, he knows he can no longer sit back and do nothing. His quest to ﬁnd her
will lead him to new allies and a startling revelation about the Mogadorians' plan for invasion.

THE LORIEN LEGACIES: BOOKS 2-5 COLLECTION
THE POWER OF SIX, THE RISE OF NINE, THE FALL OF FIVE, THE REVENGE OF SEVEN
Harper Collins Four thrilling bestselling novels are included in this collection: The Power of Six: I've seen him on the news. Followed the stories about what happened in Ohio. John
Smith, out there, on the run. To the world, he's a mystery. But to me . . . he's one of us. There are six of us left. We're hiding, blending in, avoiding contact with one another . . . but
our Legacies are developing, and soon we'll be equipped to ﬁght. Is John Number Four, and is his appearance the sign I've been waiting for? And what about Number Five and Six? I
am Number Seven. One of six still alive. And I'm ready to ﬁght. The Rise of Nine: The stakes are higher than ever as John, Six, and Seven try desperately to ﬁnd the rest of the Garde
before it's too late. During the dangerous mission at the Mogadorian base in West Virginia, John found and rescued Nine. But even with their combined powers, special abilities
known as Legacies, the pair barely escaped with their lives—and they lost Sam in the process. In order to save our world and their own, John and Nine must join forces with Six and
Seven who have been battling the Mogadorians in Spain, and who are now trying to locate Number Eight in India. The Fall of Five: To defeat their enemy, the Garde must master
their Legacies and learn to work together as a team. When the Garde receive a sign from Number Five—a crop circle in the shape of a Lorien symbol—they know they are close to
being reunited. But could it be a trap? Time is running out, and the only thing they know for certain is that they have to get to Five before it's too late. The Revenge of Seven: The
ﬁfth book in the New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four series! The Garde have suﬀered an unbearable loss. Number Five has betrayed them. Eight is gone forever. Ella has
been kidnapped. The others are now scattered. The Garde are broken and divided once again, but they will not be defeated. As long as one still stands, the battle for Earth's survival
is not lost.

I AM NUMBER FOUR COLLECTION: BOOKS 1-6
I AM NUMBER FOUR, THE POWER OF SIX, THE RISE OF NINE, THE FALL OF FIVE, THE REVENGE OF SEVEN, THE FATE OF TEN
HarperCollins The ﬁrst six novels in the New York Times bestselling Lorien Legacies series are included in this collection: I Am Number Four: The book that started it all . . . Nine of us
came here. We look like you. We talk like you. We live among you. But we are not you. We can do things you dream of doing. We have powers you dream of having. We are stronger
and faster than anything you have ever seen. Our plan was to grow, and train, and become strong, and become one, and ﬁght them. But they found us and started hunting us ﬁrst. I
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am next. The Power of Six: I've seen him on the news. Followed the stories about what happened in Ohio. There are six of us left. We're hiding, blending in, avoiding contact with
one another . . . but our Legacies are developing, and soon we'll be equipped to ﬁght. Is John Number Four, and is his appearance the sign I've been waiting for? And what about
Number Five and Six? I am Number Seven. One of six still alive.And I'm ready to ﬁght. The Rise of Nine: In order to save our world and their own, John and Nine must join forces with
Six and Seven who have been battling the Mogadorians in Spain, and who are now trying to locate Number Eight in India. The Fall of Five: When the Garde receive a sign from
Number Five—a crop circle in the shape of a Lorien symbol—they know they are close to being reunited. But could it be a trap? Time is running out, and the only thing they know for
certain is that they have to get to Five before it's too late. The Revenge of Seven: The Garde have suﬀered an unbearable loss. Number Five has betrayed them. Eight is gone
forever. Ella has been kidnapped. The others are now scattered. The Garde are broken and divided once again, but they will not be defeated. As long as one still stands, the battle
for Earth's survival is not lost. The Fate of Ten: The sixth and penultimate book in the series! For years the Garde have fought the Mogadorians in secret. Now all of that has
changed. The invasion has begun. The Garde are stretched thin, ﬁghting this war on many fronts. The only chance they have is to take out the Mogadorian leader once and for
all—but his fate is now irrevocably tied with Ella's. They can't destroy one without the other. But if the Garde can't ﬁnd another way to stop the Mogs, humanity will suﬀer the same
fate as the Loric: annihilation.

THE FATE OF TEN
HarperCollins The sixth and penultimate book of the #1 New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four series! For years the Garde have fought the Mogadorians in secret, but now the
invasion has begun. John is on the front lines in New York City. The odds are against him, but his best friend, Sam, has just inexplicably developed a Legacy—and he isn’t the only
one. As the pair tracks down Five and Nine amidst the chaos, they meet another teen with powers. But is she a friend or foe? Meanwhile, Six, Marina, and Adam are trapped in
Mexico. They got into the Sanctuary and were able to awaken the force hidden within, but they don’t have any way to contact the others…and the Mogs are coming for them in full
force. The Garde are stretched thin. Their only shot at saving the world is to eliminate the Mogadorian leader—but his fate is now irrevocably tied with Ella’s. They can’t destroy one
without the other. And if the Garde can’t ﬁnd another way to stop the Mogs, humanity will suﬀer the same fate as the Loric: annihilation. Michael Bay, director of Transformers,
raved: “Number Four is a hero for this generation.” This epic young adult series is perfect for fans of action-packed science ﬁction like The Fifth Wave series by Rick Yancey, The
Maze Runner series by James Dashner, and Orson Scott Card’s Ender’s Game. The battle for Earth’s survival wages on. Read the explosive series ﬁnale: United as One. And don’t
miss the ﬁrst book in the brand new I Am Number Four spin-oﬀ series: Generation One.

FUGITIVE SIX
HarperCollins This sequel to Pittacus Lore’s Generation One is the second book in an epic new series set in the world of the #1 New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four series.
Newcomers as well as fans of the original series will devour this fast-paced, action-packed sci-ﬁ adventure that’s perfect for fans of Marvel’s X-Men, Alexandra Bracken’s Darkest
Minds trilogy, and Tahereh Maﬁ’s Shatter Me series. The Human Garde Academy was created in the aftermath of an alien invasion of Earth. It was meant to provide a safe haven for
teens across the globe who were suddenly developing incredible powers known as Legacies. Taylor Cook was one of the newest students and had no idea if she’d ever ﬁt in. But
when she was mysteriously abducted, her friends broke every rule in the book to save her. In the process, they uncovered a secret organization that was not only behind Taylor’s
kidnapping but also the disappearance of numerous teens with abilities. An organization that has dark roots in the Loric’s past, untold resources, and potentially even a mole at
their own school. Now these friends, who have become known to other students as the “Fugitive Six,” must work together to bring this mysterious group to an end before they can
hurt anyone else.

THE LEGACY CHRONICLES: TRIAL BY FIRE
HarperCollins The perfect companion to Generation One and the #1 New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four series! Fan-favorite characters Six and Sam Goode return in this
new saga, which is X-Files meets the X-Men. In the aftermath of a thwarted alien invasion, teenagers across the globe have begun to develop incredible powers known as Legacies.
While most are sent to the Human Garde Academy, countless others slip through the cracks—either by choice or by force. Desperately wanting to help these lost teens, Six and Sam
have joined a covert group tasked with investigating suspicious incidents that might be Legacy-related. The Legacy Chronicles companion series follows them on this mission, and
this book collects the ﬁrst three novellas. Originally published as digital originals, they are now together in one print volume for the ﬁrst time ever. In Legacy Chronicles #1: Out of
the Ashes, Six and Sam’s ﬁrst mission has them looking into a string of disappearances—but as they dig deeper, they stumble upon a treacherous Human Garde underworld. In
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Legacy Chronicles #2: Into the Fire, Six, Sam, and their young allies inﬁltrate a new foe who is using powered teens for a deadly game. In Legacy Chronicles #3: Up in Smoke, the
couple is faced with dual threats after they’ve been split apart—and more than one life will hang in the balance.

THE LEGACY CHRONICLES: OUT OF THE SHADOWS
HarperCollins Set in the world of the #1 New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four series and featuring fan-favorite characters Six and Sam Goode, this collection is also the
perfect companion to the spin-oﬀ series Lorien Legacies Reborn! Teens across the globe have developed incredible powers known as Legacies. Although they were meant to use
these abilities to help the world, dark forces have been working against them from the shadows. Six and Sam Goode used to be part of a covert group that investigated suspicious
incidents surrounding these Human Garde. Then they discovered they could no longer trust who they were working for and quit. But they’ll still do whatever it takes to protect these
teens. The Legacy Chronicles companion series follows them on this mission, and this book collects the next three novellas. Originally published as digital originals, they are now
together in one print volume for the ﬁrst time ever. In Legacy Chronicles #4: Chasing Ghosts, Six and Sam try to track down a former charge who slipped through their ﬁngers and
who may now have become much more foe than friend. In Legacy Chronicles #5: Raising Monsters, the couple must ﬁnd a way to escape from an old enemy they believed was long
buried in their past. In Legacy Chronicles #6: Killing Giants, a deadly master plan is ﬁnally revealed, and it’ll be up to Six, Sam, and their companions to put an end to it before it’s
too late.

THE LEGACY CHRONICLES: UP IN SMOKE
HarperCollins The X-Files meets The X-Men in this digital original companion series that's set in the world of Pittacus Lore’s #1 New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four series
and coincides with Generation One. This is the third 100-page novella, continuing the exciting story of fan favorite characters Six and Sam. Following their dangerous battle in the
mountains of Montana, the couple has now been ripped apart. Sam is imprisoned aboard a ship that’s miles oﬀ the coast of Mexico. His Legacies have been taken away from him. He
doesn’t have any back-up. And if he can’t ﬁnd a way to free himself soon, he’s going to become a lab experiment. Although safely recovering at the Human Garde Academy, Six has
had her abilities stripped as well. Ignoring everyone’s warnings, though, she decides to mount a rescue mission with the help of Nine and her young charge Nemo. But it’s three of
them versus who knows how many teens with Legacies who may be working for their enemy…. Six and Sam may no longer have their powers, but does it mean they’re truly
powerless? The Legacy Chronicles novellas are published as individual digital originals, and the ﬁrst three stories are also available together in one print volume: The Legacy
Chronicles: Trial by Fire.

ASHFALL PROPHECY
HarperCollins Pittacus Lore ﬁnished telling the story of the Lorien Nine in the New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four and Lorien Legacies Reborn series. Now he’s back with
the second installment in an all-new adventure duology rooted in the real mysteries surrounding Roswell, New Mexico, that will enthrall fans of Brandon Sanderson, Jay Kristoﬀ, and
Amie Kaufman. Syd Chambers grew up on Earth with his human mother and barely remembers his alien father from Denza, who left on a mission when Syd was very young. After
leaving Earth, Syd learned the truth of his father’s disappearance on the planet Ashfall—his father had died protecting a devastating secret about the history between humans and
Denzans. Syd is now faced with a choice—free humanity from imprisonment on Earth, which will allow them to come into physical power beyond their wildest dreams; or destroy
Earth so that humans never have a chance to enslave, torment, and kill other species again. It has been prophesied that Syd is destined to become a world-killer, but Syd is
determined to choose his own fate, and knows there must be another path forward that will honor his father’s sacriﬁce.

I AM NUMBER FOUR: THE LOST FILES: THE GUARD
Penguin UK The Guard tells the story of the hacker who has been aiding the Lorien survivors from the shadows for years. She's determined to defeat the Mogs-and she just found her
secret weapon.

THE LEGACY CHRONICLES: CHASING GHOSTS
HarperCollins The X-Files meets The X-Men in this digital original companion series that's set in the world of Pittacus Lore’s #1 New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four series
and its spin-oﬀ series, the Lorien Legacies Reborn. This is the fourth 100-page novella, continuing the electrifying story of fan favorite characters Six and Sam. The couple may have
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decided to leave Peter McKenna’s covert organization, but they still have unﬁnished business. Six and Sam feel responsible for Ghost, one of the young Human Garde they’d met
back in New Orleans. They’re not sure why the girl turned against them in Mexico, but they are determined to track her down and get some answers. But are they chasing after a
friend or a foe? And will they need to rescue her or defeat her? When the group ﬁnally makes contact, it seems like they might be able to convince Ghost to come back to the
Academy. That is until their plans go up in ﬂames, forcing Six and Sam to jump into action. Without any backup from McKenna or the HGA. Without their Legacies fully returned. And
without a clue as to who their real enemy is. The Legacy Chronicles novellas are published as individual digital originals. The fourth, ﬁfth, and sixth novellas will also be available
together in one print volume: The Legacy Chronicles: Out of the Shadows.

THE LEGACY CHRONICLES: KILLING GIANTS
HarperCollins The X-Files meets X-Men in this digital original companion series that's set in the world of Pittacus Lore’s #1 New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four series and
its spin-oﬀ series, the Lorien Legacies Reborn. In this sixth and ﬁnal 125-page novella, the captivating story of fan favorite characters Six and Sam reaches a dramatic conclusion!
The Mogadorians have captured Six and Sam and brought them to Las Vegas, Nevada, as part of their mysterious master plan to get their revenge on the Garde. It’s the opening
night of a spectacular new show, and dozens of special guests, the media, and tons of spectators have ﬂocked to Sin City—which can only mean one thing: the Mogs are planning
something truly devastating. Luckily for Six and Sam, they’ve yet to ﬁnd a prison that can hold them. When they do manage to escape, and ﬁnally regain control of their Legacies,
they will have to race against the clock to try to stop their old adversaries once and for all. And if they can’t succeed, they—and countless others—will suﬀer the consequences. The
Legacy Chronicles novellas are published as individual digital originals. The fourth, ﬁfth, and sixth novellas will also be available together in one print volume: The Legacy
Chronicles: Out of the Shadows.
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